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… more than 10 years doing this work
… working with over 150 publishers
… attending international book events 
… curating collections 
… for homes / schools / libraries
… Latina founded + run
… Mission + passion driven
… Getting books to children + YA in which they 
see + hear themselves and their families OR 
learn about others!

Who we are



We do the living 
work that is 
curation – 

Creating contemporary 
collections that will last, 
check all the boxes to 
cultivate a love of reading 
that is relatable, 
memorable, and 
enjoyable

How do we work?



What are the titles like?
● Spanish or Bilingual

Titles are in Spanish, both original works + translations, because we want them reading 
quality literature en Español    ***Ask me about our Multicultural titles in English

● Reaffirming of culture / identity
Over 150 different publishers across the Spanish speaking world are represented in our 
collection, ensuring that works are not only in Spanish, but representative of the range of 
cultures unified by a heritage language 

● Only the best
Quality writing + illustration / Authentic stories / Excellent translations
The best books captivate a listener, entice a reader, cultivate natural curiosity and passion 
in children + young adults.              – This is how we grow the cultura de lectura – 



Novedades
we have over 150 of them on our New Releases 
Order Form, but here are a few of our favorite titles 
published in the past year.



Primeras alegrías
9788412470710
Véronique Joffre
An affectionate boardbook for budding baby readers – It could 
have been written by one :)  It’s a book that celebrates with 
beautiful collage imagery in soothing tones the first joys and 
delights of little ones.  Once the reader puts themselves in the 
shoes of a little baby (or cozy socks I should say), they will be 
immediately entertained by the simplicity, recognizing that they 
are these small moments, these repeated daily routine 
occurrences that are the true joys of babyhood. The joys of 
going on a walk, snuggling + affection, littles imitating bigs are 
all contrasted page to page between the human + animal 
world.  It’s an excellent book for creating dialogue with babies 
too – They tell adults that we should talk with babies, however 
sometimes we need a script, or even just a boost – and 
Primeras Alegrias provides that.  We always say we want 
options for all readers to identify with what they are reading, we 
see that here on the youngest, most basic level.





Bestiario de los colores
9788412537161
Adrienne Barman
Another one to add to the Bestiarios collection!  In 
this one, littles discover the colors and tones their 
favorite animals wear. “What color is the albino 
owl?” “How many pink animals do you know?” – 
This smaller format Board Book presents small 
scenes that are easy for young ones to identify, so 
they can enjoy the array of nature’s colors. Page by 
page, child and adult can admire the imagery and 
recite out loud the words, celebrating biodiversity 
and our beautiful planet.  The vivid colors and 
cartoon animals keep little eyes engaged.

series







Me fui en un caballo 
9786078807291
María Baranda
The sweetest bedtime boardbook, Me fui en 
caballo puts ME to sleep :) It works!  
Haha… It has rhymes, dreamlike adventure, 
and tenderness throughout…





¿Cómo será el más allá?
9788412570649
Shinsuke Yoshitake
Kenta (whom we met in That Robot Is Me) discovers a 
notebook full of his grandfather's drawings and notes 
about "the other world", that is, his plans for after he 
dies. In it he includes a travel plan, the essential 
equipment to enjoy paradise, the things he would like 
to be reincarnated as, how he imagines the gods and 
goddesses, and even his favorite models of 
headstones. A book without taboos, respectful of all 
ideas, surprising and, without a doubt, funny, about 
death, or about what comes after, be it the other world, 
the other life, or the afterlife, paradise or the another 
neighborhood, each one can call it or conceive it freely 
and with joy: "I start thinking about everything I would 
do after I die, and everything I want to do now that I'm 
alive comes to mind."series



Eli & Gastón – El espíritu del otoño
9788416435609
Ludovic Villain
Eli & Gaston go on summer vacation to the forest 
home of Abuela Jo – Eli hates the country and also 
doesn’t stop getting in trouble.  Something weird is 
happening in the forest. Whether they want to or 
not, Eli & Gaston (her BFF cat) have embarked on 
an adventure, where they’ll have to confront 
challenges to be able to return home. It’s a perfect 
book to get kids going with comics, with a message 
of ecology, and joyful, colorful illustrations. 
Adventure + fun are guaranteed in this FIRST of 
the Eli & Gaston series!  

series



Eli & Gastón – El bosque de los recuerdos
9788418609169
Ludovic Villain
Eli & Gaston go back to Abuela’s house in the forest, where 
they discover a masked robber stealing from Abuela!  This 
new adventure has mysteries to solve, unexpected 
friendships and more lessons.

This is Volume 2 in the series… Volume 3 coming this year!

series



Malvarina – Quiero ser bruja 
9788418304668
Susanna Isern
Not a graphic novel, but I put this title in a 
similar category…due to the abundance of 
illustrations and storyline.  This story happens in 
a valley, but not just any valley – a bewitched 
valley, governed by three evil witches, famous 
and feared for their chilling spells. Yes, this story 
might make your hair stand up, maybe even 
your teeth have started to rattle – but if you, like 
Malvarina, would want to turn into a truly 
authentic witch, you too would have rung the 
doorbell of the Prohibited Castle…

series





Malvarina – Bruja en prácticas 
9788419401052
Susanna Isern

Second in the series… with a third coming this 
year…

series





Científicos que salvan el mundo
9788418304873
Saskia Gwinn
If all scientists work to save the world, who 
researches time travel?  Prepare to get to know 
more than 20 scientists (who are also 
superheroes) and discover how they got started 
– asking questions and dreaming of adventure – 
same as YOU!  An inspired reading to get to 
know the contributions of scientists around the 
world – Scientists that traveled through space, 
protect the planet, sing with the whales… and 
even study time travel.  Not all scientists work in 
a lab, but all do formidable work.





Los Historionautas
Una Aventura EGIPCIA
9788424663759
Frances Durkin
Get ready to travel to ancient Egypt with the 
Historionautas and help them discover secrets 
of the past!  To be able to go home, you’ll have 
to explore ancient tombs, learn to decipher 
hyroglyphics, learn how they made mummies, 
and know everything about gods and the 
hereafter.  The Historionautas are the perfect 
combination of history AND fun! – Also comes in 
Ancient Rome + Vikings!

series



series

Los Historionautas
Una Aventura ROMANA
9788424663773
Frances Durkin
Ancient Rome!



El bosque es nuestra casa
9788417555610
Sara Fernández
El bosque es nuestra casa opens a door for us to 
get to know forests, their function, and their natural 
cycles with a focus on science and ecology.  It’s 
also a title to understand our past relationship with 
the forests, and the importance they have in our 
daily lives. This book is necessary now more than 
ever to understand that we need to have a future 
together with the forests, and that we can make it 
so they continue to take care of them and giving 
without putting them in danger. In this book – 
written and illustrated by two forest engineers – 
every detail, every page, every tree drawn has a 
specific function. The authors label some, but some 
not to encourage the attentive reader to do their 
own investigative work + discovery.







En un segundo 
9788418830419
Soledad Romero Mariño
¡So many things can happen in a 
second!  In that fraction of time, for 
example, the universe is capable of 
creating 4000 new stars… 
Nonetheless, sometimes the contrary 
happens – nature goes from a quick 
rhythm to slow, and a seed can need 
years to turn into a tree.  This book is a 
fascinating discovery of the different 
speeds in the universe – and while the 
topic seems advanced, take a look at 
these illustrations!  It’s for readers as 
young as 4 years old!  





DERECHOS HUMANOS
9788412517125
Yayo Herrero
Everybody deserves to be respected and 
valued. Independently of where we were born, 
how much we have, what we believe or think, 
whether we walk with two legs or roll in a 
wheelchair, or what our gender is or who we 
love, or what the color of our skin or what age 
we are… all lives are important and and we 
deserve to live them in peace.  This book is full 
of colorful graphics, charts, and timelines to 
teach the history of human rights and human 
rights movements. 





Cuentos bailables
9788412504903
Tato Ruiz Leandro
This book / cd, designed to tell, sing, and dance 
pays homage to popular caribbean music, that 
everybody has danced.  It is also a story that 
crosses 8 songs / stories that commemorates 
with its sound, a time of dancehalls, and street 
parties – urban nights and beach parties. A book 
that exudes energy, celebrates life, and la 
buena musica bailable, the best – that can be 
enjoyed by adults and young ones alike.





Pablo Picasso
9788490658543
María Isabel Sánchez Vegara
We LOVE this collection, and love that they won’t 
stop making volume after volume. It’s definitely a 
“collect them all” situation ;) – We love the 
changemakers, revolutionaries, artists, writers, 
creatives, scientists, and more that they choose to 
highlight, and what makes the series so likeable is 
the readability – 

Pequeño & GRANDE

series



Rosalind Franklin
9788490658581
María Isabel Sánchez Vegara
Each volume gives you get a full narrative, full 
history, but it’s written clearly, and it’s around a 1st 
grade reading level – so not only can children + 
their parents read these, but those who are 
learning Spanish alongside their children can read 
them as well.  And the illustrations are different in 
each volume, which we love as well.

Pequeño & GRANDE

series



Steve Jobs
9788490658277
María Isabel Sánchez Vegara
In the past year they’ve added Pablo Picasso, 
Rosalind Franklin, and Steve Jobs – and I have to 
add this – in case you haven’t been to one of my 
Reforma presentations before, or have forgotten – 
this collection while very popular in English and 
sold all over the US, is originally written in Spanish 
– very cool

Pequeño & GRANDE

series



Estoy muy…
9788490658567
Alexandra Penfold
Estoy muy… I am Very… is a tender 
illustrated album that helps children 
recognize and put a name to their 
emotions, and how to put themselves in 
the shoes of others.  It’s a book that 
promotes empathy, inclusion, and 
teamwork because even in our worst 
moments, we aren’t alone.  Similarly to 
“Todo el mundo cabe aquí” its strength 
is the diversity on its pages. 



El elefante en la sombra
9788412537130
Nadine Robert
Elephant is sad.  He’s stayed in the shadows, and hasn’t 
wanted to be with anyone.  The other animals try to lift 
him up – the monkey with his jokes, the ostrich sisters 
with their dance, and even the crocodile… But the 
elephant doesn’t smile, or move, just sighs and stays in 
the shadows.  Then a small mouse comes and sits next 
to elephant. And little mouse just wants to relax. So the 
two of them sit in the silence.  Later the mouse tells 
elephant his story, they cry, and finally, alleviated, they 
head out to look for the mouse’s house.
The images are hypnotizing, in bright tones, that intensify 
the contrast between joy and sadness, while at the same 
time the shades of blue give depth to a story narrated 
with subtlety and charm.



¿Por qué tenemos miedo? 
9788418972089
Fran Pintadera
A follow-up work to “Por qué lloramos?” 
Which we presented at Reforma last year, 
this is another poetic explanation of fear, told 
as an answer of a father to his son’s 
question.  The answer is nuanced and 
reminds us of the various types of fear, and 
that fear is always with us, and needs to be 
expressed – that it keeps us on alert, and 
brings us an opportunity to get to unexplored 
parts of ourselves. 





BULLYING
Grandes herramientas para pequeños guerreros
9788418304859
Coni La Grotteria
Each day conflicts arise in class and often we don’t 
do anything about it.  We get quiet when we see 
someone get pushed, insulted, humiliated, because 
the fear paralyzes us. But we are not alone!  With 
the help of family, friends, school, we can learn to 
react another way and combat the harassment.

Bullying is another part of the larger collection 
Grandes herramientas para pequeños guerreros 
(big tools for little warriors), in which you’ll see titles 
–  Pensamientos, Relajaciones, Habilidades 
sociales y Me quiero.





La hija de los sueños
9786079779986
Irena Brignull
A small girl wants to know where she comes 
from and why she doesn’t have a father.  When 
her mother can’t say, she decides to find out for 
herself.  Her journey starts by asking the stork 
that is nested on the roof of her house, who 
conducts the search of the forest. She tracks 
down her own personal history with the help of 
the animals she finds, until she discovers what 
really matters in being part of a family. It’s a 
beautiful story about love, and diverse families – 
we love stories that show all the types of 
families!



Colas de sueños 
9788418972058
Rita Sineiro
A story about the refugee crisis told through 
the eyes of a child in a camp. “The camp 
they had brought us to is like a big city of 
tents. Everything is far away, there are 
always a lot of people all over and to do 
anything you have to wait in a very long 
line… Papa doesn’t know but what I dream 
of really, is a long line that takes us back 
home.”



Un buen día
9788417555702
Angelina & Aurora Delgado
Valentina accompanies her mother to the dump 
where they treasure hunt for materials they can 
use. One day, one good day as is the title, 
Valentina gets lost and finds a friend with whom 
starts an adventure and who will help her 
navigate unknown spaces and danger. The story, 
narrated with a quick, direct tone, has elements of 
popular stories. The captivating illustrations 
surprise the reader playing with color and 
changes in point of view, discovering for 
ourselves how Valentina on her uncertain journey, 
that there is always something that shines.





¿Y si me come una ballena?
9788418304880
Susanna Isern
If you remember books like “Esto no es una 
selva” and others, “Y si me come una ballena” is 
a work of the same author / illustrator duo.  (We 
LOVE them!) Martín has an overflowing 
imagination that sometimes tricks him.  He 
imagines that catastrophic things happen, and 
worries so much that he shakes like a flan. “And 
if all the balloons explode at the party?” “and if i 
get lost on the field trip?” So his mother decides 
to flip around his fears – “And if the best is yet to 
come?”





Las nietas de Baba
9788417555597
Ina Hristova
Old Baba lives alone in a small forest house on the 
top of the mountain.  One day without intending to, 
she wakes the wolf from his nap, and he threatens 
to eat her!  To save herself, Baba makes the wolf a 
proposal – alleging that her old flesh is hard and 
dry, she invites the wolf to come to her house that 
night, to choose from one of her granddaughters. 
This popular tale, known by the age-old character 
of Babayaga - an old woman, a witch, perhaps 
mother earth - comes from Bulgaria. And in this tale 
craftiness and creativity battle brute strength – 
making way for a delicious linguistic + metaphorical 
game. The author is also illustrator – 



Un huevo con patatas
Una niña en bicicleta
9788417555825
Marta Comín
¿What happens if we put together a treasure map 
and a toothbrush?  Well we’d have a tooth map 
and a treasure brush! Marta Comín plays with 
mixing an assortment of daily phraseologies, 
giving life to them through silly imagery and 
surreal situations.  This book will be delectable to 
all readers, at home, school, or the library – 
probably causing them to think of their own ideas 
of phrases to swap around and play.  The author 
has hidden details in the illustrations, creating a 
parallel narration that runs through the book from 
the first to the last page…



Cómo lavar a un mamut lanudo
9788418749339
Michelle Robinson
¿Is your wooly mammoth full of mud and leaves?  Does 
it stink and is it dirty behind the ears?  Washing a wooly 
mammoth can be a hard job, but don’t worry!  Just follow 
this step by step guide, and wooly mammoth bath day 
can be fun for everybody!  Don’t let the soap get in their 
eyes!



El berrinche de Moctezuma 
9788412416688
Nuria Gómez Benet
«El monarca Moctezuma hoy está de mal 
humor.  Se han cansado de pedirle que sonría, 
por favor… —¡No sonrío! ¡Hoy no quiero! ¡Por 
favor, déjenme en paz!  ¡Que se quede mi 
ayudante! ¡Que no entre nadie más!»

This humorous poem narrates the greatest 
emperor’s tantrum and how a warm mug of 
delicious hot chocolate finally manages to cheer 
everyone up.  Also winner of the Premio 
Fundación Cuatrogatos – Ganador, 2023



Somos animales humanos
9788412416657
Rosie Haine
Tens of thousands of years ago, humans lived 
as part of nature.  We made everything that we 
had, hunted or gathered all of our food, and 
guided our lives by the stars in the sky.  This 
book is a captivating look at our place in the 
world since prehistoric times up to today. The 
illustrations are a huge part of what makes this 
book so impactful. 





9 Kilómetros
9788412416671
Claudio Aguilera
These are our favorite stories. A child leaves his 
home at dawn. While he counts his steps, he 
goes into the woods, crosses large pastures, 
and crosses rivers. Where does this long walk 
take him?  // Every day, millions of children 
around the world attend school in their towns or 
cities. But others must go long distances – 
through jungles, rivers, mountain ranges, plains, 
to be able to study.  This thrilling book pays 
homage to that daily endeavor – the desire to 
learn, and the right to education.





¡Gracias!
9788484706250
Mary Lyn Ray
¡Gracias! explores the many ways being thankful 
can fill your day. Simple, smart, and accessible, the 
poetic text and the CUTEST ILLUSTRATIONS IN 
THE WORLD celebrate the powerful impact that 
gratitude can have in our lives.  





El gato BORIS – El coche bañera
9788418304811
Erwin Moser
From driving a bathtub, to trying to be a 
scarecrow, the day to day of Boris is full of 
adventures. But sometimes, there is something 
that doesn’t turn out as he expected… There 
are now 8 stories of Boris, full of humor, 
tenderness, and PERFECT for new readers… 
These stories are great for read aloud, or 
reading independently.

series





La desastrosa aventura de 
una cáscara de plátano
9788418304415
Alicia Acosta
¿Have you ever stepped on a banana peel?
Have you seen someone fall because of it?  
This story is about that – a banana peel that 
ends up where it shouldn't have – on the 
floor – and how it causes straight up chaos in 
the city!… Can you read it without laughing?  
Written for PURE FUN and enjoyment, you 
won’t find a fable or moral in this one, but 
you will find humor, cariño, and respect and 
care for elders.
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¡GRACIAS!


